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The dragonets struggle to fulfill the prophecy and -- somehow -- end the war in this thrilling new

installment of the New York Times bestselling Wings of Fire series!One will have the power of wings

of fire . . . Sunny has always taken the Dragonet Prophecy very seriously. If Pyrrhia's dragons need

her, Clay, Tsunami, Glory, and Starflight to end the war, she's ready to try. She even has some

good ideas how to do it, if anyone would listen to her.But shattering news from Morrowseer has

shaken Sunny's faith in their destiny. Is it possible for anyone to end this terrible war and choose a

new SandWing queen? What if everything they've been through was for nothing? Buried secrets,

deadly surprises, and an unexpected side to scavengers are all waiting for her in the shifting sands

of the desert, where Sunny must decide once and for all: Is her destiny already written?Or can five

dragonets change their fate and save the world . . . the way they choose?
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I think that this book is a perfect kids book and It makes Dragons feel so real if your kids like fiction

prophesies and a small amount of blood shed you will gave to by this book and your kids will be

reading 1hour a night.



I loved the book! It was a very exciting read and I am eagerly awaiting the next book! It was very

interesting and had many twists and turns throughout it. A must- read!

I love the wings of fire series. such a happy, dramatic, yet non expected ending. I also am excited

for the next book!?!?!?!?

I haven't read it, but my son loves this series. This series is one of very few that have actually held

his attention. :)

Suddenly talons wrapped around SunnyÃ¢Â€Â™s snout and shoulders and she was yanked into

the dark trees. Book five of Wings of Fire, The Brightest Night, starts out with Sunny getting

kidnapped by NightWings. The dragon tribes live on Pyrrhia, a land divided into tribal lands. Sunny

is a little golden dragon from the SandWing tribe. She is very optimistic and always thinks things will

turn out for the best. She is cleaver and funny. Sunny makes friends with everyone, even those who

might be her enemies. She is good at persuading others to follow what she says.After being

kidnapped from the rainforest, Sunny hears the NightWingsÃ¢Â€Â™ secret plan to sell her and her

friends, who are dragonets of destiny. She escapes and follows them to make sure their plan fails.

The NightWings go into the Scorpion Den, in the Sand Kingdom. They want to meet with Thorn, the

leader of the city, to contact a buyer for Sunny and her friends. Sunny follows them into the city.

Thorn doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t like their plan and throws the NightWings in prison. Sunny finds out that

Thorn is her mother, but is soon captured by Adix, who is a traitor of Thorn. He takes her to the evil

queen, Burn. Thorn attacks BurnÃ¢Â€Â™s stronghold with a small army, letting Sunny

escape.Sunny meets up with her friends in the rainforest. They devise a plan to stop the war raging

between the dragon tribes and choose the new queen, as the prophecy says, and try to figure out

the mystery of the murdered Queen Oasis.This book has a good message about not letting

someone lay out your life for you, that you can choose your own path. Sunny and her friends are

believed to be the chosen dragons of a prophecy and at first feel like they have to fulfill the

prophecy. But, they find out the prophecy isnÃ¢Â€Â™t real and that they donÃ¢Â€Â™t have to

follow the prophecy. Many of the dragons in the different tribes are looking forward to the prophecy

being fulfilled. So, Sunny convinces her friends to follow the path of the prophecy for those dragons

who believe. The dragon tribes want the war to end and Sunny and her friends can make that

happen. I think it is important to do what you think is right instead of just letting someone else

choosing your path for you. Sunny and her friends make their own destiny while choosing to help



the dragon tribes and those who believe in the prophecy.I strongly recommend this book, for ages 8

year and older, if you like fantasy and dragons. You will never want to put the book down. All the

books in the series are about 300 pages long. It is a good action fantasy with a constant fun story. I

would give this book 5 stars.

My granddaughter will read everything this author writes. Great stories! I enjoy listening to the

stories ,too. Thank you Tui T. Sutherland.

I chose this rating because I loved this series.It is even better than the artemis fowl books.thank you

tui t. sutherland!!!

I loved the whole series. A great read for all ages, clean and fast paced. It was very enjoyable . I will

have to try more of Tui's books.
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